Opel GT Source’s Aluminum Radiators
Opel GT Source’s coolest products are our Aluminum Radiators.
Installation into your classic Opel not only looks nice, but helps
reduce heat (and helps longevity of your engine and related parts).
Cars of today use aluminum radiators because of benefits
which include better heat conduction, better cooling performance
on the road, as well as superior economy (particularly compared
to what some shops ask to service vintage-material radiators).
We have expanded radiator choices, now for the GT and Kadett!

#11023A

Special Features
Our upgrade designs feature improved heat radiation,
which is so much more efficient that owners rarely,
if ever, see temperatures that exceed the “half-way”
mark on the dashboard temperature gauge.

Upper
Neck

The slim-line dimensions help preserve space within the
tight Opel GT & Kadett underhood areas, and the use of
lighter materials saves weight (about 5lbs. less than original).
We also added a convenient bottom drain plug outlet
(a feature that was missing from the original).

Fan
Shroud
Mounts

We replicated the factory mount and hose locations for a
quick bolt-on, which means you can install them using
original Opel GT or Kadett hardware (including a shroud).
We also include tech notes, to help guide your installation.
Added Bottom
Drain Plug

Perhaps best of all, these are available at a great low price!
#11023A Opel GT w/manual trans: Currently priced at only $199.00*
#11023K Opel Kadett B w/manual trans: Introductory price $199.00*

Lightweight
Design

NEW: Automatic Transmission Radiators
Owners of classic Opels equipped with automatic transmissions
have been challenged by drivelines that run hotter, and have
experienced difficulties in locating replacement radiators.
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GT Auto

Opel GT Source now offers a unique aluminum radiator
which fits the Opel GT with an automatic transmission
(including ports and incorporated tank for transmission fluid).
Opel GT Source now also offers a unique aluminum radiator
for the Kadett B models equipped with automatic transmissions.**

Added Auto Trans
Fluid Ports & Tank

#11023AT Opel GT w/auto trans: Introductory price only $239.00*
#11023KT Opel Kadett B w/auto trans: Introductory price $239.00*
For additional information, view part listings on our website
*Also works with engines upgraded with 2.0 valves & pistons
**Fits Kadett B with 1.9L engines, and other Opel CIH engines.
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